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“Grandpa Nuo, I’m sorry, I was the one who killed me~”

“It’s all me~”

“I shouldn’t run away from home, and I shouldn’t let them go.”

“Woohoo~”

Below the hall, the little girl was crying, tears flowing constantly, surging over her
delicate face.

The little girl at this time is full of self-blame and guilt.

I just feel that I killed the old man.

After all, if he had not run away from home, he would not have met these people.

If he had listened to Grandpa Nuo and killed those who offended her, then he would not
have caused these troubles.

The little girl in front of her did not expect that she would receive such a painful lesson
when she left her family for the first time in her life and stepped into society.

“It’s just an old man, in front of my Indian martial arts, dare to come forward?”

“It’s just a dead end.”

Lei Luo looked down at the old man’s corpse in the pool of blood, sneered, and then
kicked to the side.

After solving the old man, his eyes undoubtedly fell on the girl in front of him.

“Little girl, are you still struggling?”

“If you don’t want to die, just follow us obediently.”

“Don’t worry, we will take good care of you.”



Lei Luo smiled faintly, but in the words, there was a bit of covetousness.

Even he had to admit that the girl in front of him was beautiful, with red lips and white
teeth, and her skin was like fat. Both her figure and appearance were undoubtedly
grown in their aesthetics.

Originally, this trip to the Americas was a bit boring. If you can bring a woman by your
side, it will undoubtedly add a lot of fun.

“So many people bully a little girl. How many people, don’t you think it’s too bullying?”

However, at this moment, an unkind voice came out quietly.

Lei Luo followed the prestige, and saw a black-haired and black-eyed yellow crowd
looking at him faintly.

This person is not someone else, but it is Lu Yanxi who ate here before.

“Yeah, Yanxiaren?”

“Last time, I heard that your scorching summer is now in the Amazon forest, and your
army is destroyed.”

“Why, not long memory, came to die again?”

These powerful Indians suddenly laughed arrogantly after seeing Lu Yanxi…

Since India and the hot summer are adjacent to each other, there are naturally frequent
contacts between the martial arts of the two countries. For this reason, contradictions
have accumulated a lot.

The thirty-year trip to the Americas was a violent outbreak of conflicts between the
martial arts of the two countries.

But as a result, the strongest in the summer was defeated, and more than half of them
stayed in the deep forest forever.

“Hmph, thirty years ago, if you were not shameless and contemptuous, violated the
international conventions, and secretly mixed into the team with the master and strong,
how could we have such a large death and injury?”

Lu Yanxi has undoubtedly heard of the grudges with India’s martial arts.

At this moment, these people even took the initiative to mention it, and Lu Yanxi
suddenly gritted his teeth and clenched his palms tightly.

“Hey, girl, can’t you talk nonsense?”



“At that time, it was just that our Lord Burning Heaven was lucky, and he managed to
enter the realm of the Grand Master during the battle.”

“How can this be a violation of international conventions?”

“If you have the ability to break through the master, you will kill us, and I will admit it.”

Relo smiled contemptuously.

“Well, I’m too lazy to talk nonsense with you.”

“People from Yanxia,   I advise you to keep your nostalgic.”

“Otherwise, don’t blame me for knowing how to pity and cherish jade!”

Leiluo’s eyebrows gradually became cold, and the awe-inspiring words were full of
threats.

Chapter 2468

“You~” Lu Yanxi flushed with anger.

However, just when Lu Yanxi was about to explode, Kong Ming, who had been silent for
a long time, walked out. He stood in front of Lu Yanxi and looked at Leiluo.

“We can ignore the nostalgia, but you people of Indian martial arts, disturbing our
cleanliness, ruining our meals, staining my clothes, these things must be accounted
for?” Kong Ming said in a deep voice.

Kong Ming and the others suffered terribly in the battle just now.

Not only the table full of good food was overturned, and even the blood of the old man
was splashed on them.

A good meal was all disturbed by them.

Kong Ming and the others are naturally unhappy.

“Want to explain?”

“OK, alright.”

“Just, let’s see if you have this ability.”

There was no extra nonsense at all. After Kong Ming stood up, Lei Luo’s palm clenched
tightly, and Thunder punched it directly.



In the martial arts world, the strong is respected!

Before the dialogue, Leiluo naturally tried the fictitiousness of this strong summer.

See if they have the qualifications to explain to themselves.

“Old Kong, be careful!”

Lu Yanxi didn’t expect that Lei Luo would actually do it directly.

In shock, reminded quickly.

Kong Ming is not a person who waits for a while, the old man was already prepared
immediately before Lei Luo started his hand. At about the same time, Kong Ming
pressed down with his waist, lingering vigor, and with a fierce punch, he followed.

Bang~

In the midst of the rumbling, the two of them punched each other abruptly.

After stalemate for a while, the two were almost simultaneously

The fist shook open.

Kong Ming stepped back on the ground two steps.

Lei Luo, back three steps in a row.

“what?”

“Even blocked?”

Seeing the confrontation just now, Leiluo didn’t get the slightest benefit, and the Indian
powerhouse who came with him was immediately shocked.

They know what their eldest brother is.

But now, it was repelled.

This undoubtedly represents that the strength of this hot summer old man is also
extremely strong!

“Haha~”

“Sure enough, the old man’s strength is not trivial, and Lei Luo admires it.”



“I’m sorry to interrupt the old gentleman’s meal just now, but he will personally host a
banquet later.”

“But today, I hope that the old man will eat in another place.”

“Otherwise, our brothers will make a shot together later, I’m afraid we will accidentally
hurt the old man.”

Lei Luo said with a smile, but the threat in the words was so vivid.

“Change place?”

“You said we would change it?”

“Really consider yourself a master?”

Lu Yanxi snorted and went back directly.

Kong Ming had the upper hand in the confrontation just now, and Lu Yanxi’s confidence
is undoubtedly stronger. He turned his head and said from Kong Lao: “Kong Lao, let’s
not leave, see what they can do with us?”

Kong Lao said silently, his old eyes looked at the people of India in front of him,
uncertain.

After pondering for a long time, Kong Lao grabbed Lu Yanxi: “Yanxi, go!”

“There are so many people on the other side, we will retreat for the time being, and then
we will consider the long-term plan.”

what?

“Old Kong, we can’t retreat, otherwise, they thought we were afraid~” Lu Yanxi was
reluctant.

However, Kong Lao had decided, how could Lu Yanxi change it.

In the end, the two hurried away.

“This hot summer martial arts person is really a bunch of waste.”

“When I become a master, I will definitely enter the hot summer and break through the
martial arts in the hot summer. I will trample them under my feet.”

Looking at the two Kong Ming who left in a hurry, Lei Luo’s face was even more arrogant,
and he smiled triumphantly.
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